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The past week here in Denmark has seen a significant upping of the `ante,`
where the now Global `Homosexual Agenda` is concerned. Even as I write,
the `World Out-games`[1] are taking place in Copenhagen, Denmark's
Capital City. For those unfamiliar with the `Out-games,` these are to all
intents and purposes the `Gay Olympics.`
Ostensibly at least, Denmark as a society is about as `Secular Humanist` as it
gets, and ideas, concepts, programmes and ideologies of what can only be
described as being of a radical nature, and which would be sure to raise
eyebrows and cause heated debate elsewhere, are barely considered worth
mentioning here. Such is the level of indoctrination into the desired
consensus viewpoint.
There is of course far more to the place, and in truth, as with all Marxist
Socialist societies, the supposed secularism, is nothing more at the top of the
social `pyramid` than a mask for Illuminati Luciferianism. Although Mr. and
Mrs. Average Dane, have no idea that is the case. As ever, Lucifer is the

great counterfeiter and deceiver.
Below, I will present and discuss three `news` stories all relating to
homosexuality, which the Danish National media decided were `worth
mentioning` this past week, though not for the reasons many of you reading
this might expect.

Homosexuality Sells: But Who's Buying?
As Copenhagen prepared for the arrival of the participants and assorted
`fellow` travellers to the World Out-games this week, the Danish tourist
industry reported that it was looking forward with eager anticipation to the
arrival of large numbers of the `gay` and wealthy, well-educated and
`stylish` people, the games were sure to bring to Denmark's capital city.
Such is the popular image that the Danish Tourist Board now paints of
homosexuals, who will be by definition, the primary audience for the `Outgames` and its accompanying conference on lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and `queer` (LGBTQ) human rights.
LGBTQ tourists are increasingly becoming the desired tourist catchment
group of major cities worldwide. And is it any wonder, considering that in
the US alone, homosexual travellers spend an estimated $64 billion
annually, and a recent study found that each dollar invested in homosexual
tourism marketing generates $153 in revenue.
The tourist industry in Copenhagen has something of a `leg up` (no pun
intended) on other international destinations seeking to attract homosexuals,
due mainly to its absurdly tolerant attitude towards most everything and
anything excepting Christianity and Islam, and to the fact that it boasts
numerous homosexual all time 'firsts' such as; The first gay bar, the first
national homosexual association, along with the distinction of having been
the first country to legally recognise same-sex unions. Such an open attitude
regarding homosexuality also means that numerous public figures including
the city's deputy mayor for environmental and technical issues are openly
gay, which has helped to anchor homosexuality as a modern social norm no

different from race, ethnic heritage or disability.
However, there has been some condemnation in the Danish Press towards
the Danish Tourist Board's attitude towards the anticipated hordes of
homosexual men and women expected to arrive for the festivities. But not
because it has displayed any homophobic tendencies in it's promoting of the
games, for as we have seen above, it would appear to most that the D.T.B is
openly embracing and with gusto, the expected `gay` invasion of it's nation's
capital. No, it seems that many here don't feel that the D.T.B is `gushing`
enough over the prospect of all those Sodomites and Dykes coming `to play`
in Copenhagen.
One Newspaper article stated that : " At the same time homosexuals are
breaking down barriers and increasingly being considered part of society's
mainstream, tourism industry marketing only serves to lump the vastly
diverse group into one category based on a single trait, creating yet another
stereotype."
www.visitcopenhagen.dk the city's official tourism website sweetly singles
out 'gays and lesbians,' putting them on a par with 'shoppers' and 'food
lovers,' and insists that the city prides itself on being an open and tolerant
place for homosexuals. But one could ask whether their efforts to promote
Copenhagen as a gay-friendly city would be so vigorous if homosexuals had
a reputation as being ignorant penny pinching cheapskates?

The New Catechism:
"Mere Tolerance, is the virtue of men who no longer believe in anything."
G.K Chesterton.
The Secular Humanism being practised in Denmark and most other western
countries is in all respects akin to a religion, excepting that it refuses to
publicly at least, acknowledge any higher moral authority, and is especially
virulent in it's enmity towards Christianity and Islam. The purveyors of this
new `gospel` will have us believe, (although those at the top know different)

has, as it's governing axioms:
1] There is no God.
2] There are no absolute values.
3] The Supernatural is superstition.
4] All life begins and ends here.
Secular Humanism dictates, as did Lucifer in Eden, that each society
establishes it's own moral code, and that each man and woman has the right
to do the same. It's first commandment is:
`All lifestyles are equal."
According to it's tenets, love and sex are healthy and good, all manner of
consenting sexual relations are permissible and all are morally equal. This
principal is to be written into law, `carved in stone,` if you will, and those
who do not agree, and refuse to respect this new `law` are to be severely
punished. To disrespect an alternative lifestyle marks one as a bigot.
Prejudice against those who adopt an `alternative` lifestyle is a crime.
Homophobia, not homosexuality is the evil to be eradicated . For those
parents out there; just so you know it, this is what they are teaching your
children.
Which brings me to the second `newsworthy` gay story of the week here in
Denmark.

Should Children Be Taught Homosexuality In The Classroom?
Yesterday, joining in the spirit of Denmark's `Gay` weekend, the national
newspaper `Politiken` printed an article which in it's `counter world` inverse
reality, morally illegitimate stance was simply breathtaking. According to
this article [2] It appears that the general consensus amongst Danish teachers

is that the Danish Education System is simply not doing enough to promote
homosexuality in the classroom.
Now this is where it all becomes more than just a little extraordinary.
Apparently, a `poll` of teaching staff from schools across the country
showed that they (the teachers) considered the implementation of
`homosexual` studies to be laboriously slow, and some even felt that the
Education Ministry was `dragging it's heels` on the matter. The `poll`
revealed that in the whole of Denmark only one state school was instructing
it's pupils in anything more than the rudimentary basics of the homosexual
lifestyle (shock and horror).
As an `aside, `as a non homosexual, one wonders what more there is to the
thing than sheer barbaric sodomy?
One homosexual teacher was aghast with the inertia of the project; "Where
are children who are being raised in a `hetero-nuclear home,` supposed to
learn about homosexuality, except in school," he asked? He then stated with
marked irritation that because Danish schools are not obliged to teach any
more than the mere fundamentals of homosexuality during sex education
classes, they are therefore simply not doing so. He then, on a more upbeat
note, went on to explain that today, more schools do at least cover the
subject, taking advantage of the opportunity to employ `outside` lecturers.
But again he complained, the content of such lectures only deal with the
basics. and nothing more, unless that is, a student enquires as to the more
intricate and detailed aspects of the `lifestyle.`
I have to say that my own reaction to this torrid project is one of utter
revulsion. The worse is of course, is that they will eventually force through
the implementation of an almost demonic level of detailed study into this
particular form of deviancy, totally unaccountable to the children who's
minds they will corrupt and pervert, or the parents of these children who are
going to be left picking up the pieces of their `young one's` shattered
innocence.
Now this has to be said; the `gay` Lobby and agenda is out of control and

wholly without conscience or principal. It is a malevolent and vicious
program designed and intended to destabilise and de-construct Western
Societies. People must begin to look beyond the `equality` racket.
Just as feminism has nothing to do with `women's rights,` the relentless
promotion of homosexuality as a valid and natural alternative to normal
human relations has nothing to do whatsoever with preventing prejudice
against those so inclined towards such a `homosexual` existence.
At this point, it is usually time to write something along the lines of; "well of
course, not all homosexuals and lesbians endorse this kind of thing, and so
long as what people do in the privacy of their own home etc. etc.".
But not this time, because this has gone too far and it is time people just said
`NO.` Let's not `mince` (again no pun intended) our words here. Where are
all those `decent` gays and lesbians we keep hearing about? Why aren't they
speaking up about this abuse of trust, this abuse of state authority. There is
an agenda to pervert and corrupt our children, and who is there to stop it?
We who are not `that way` inclined are now served up a daily dose of it
wherever we look. It's in our books, in films, TV series, cartoons, on the
news, in the streets, in our schools, and it is undermining the universal and
natural order and all our civilisation once stood for.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Said; " It is almost a joke now in the western world
to use words like goodand evil. They have become old fashioned concepts.
But they are very real and genuine concepts. They are from a sphere which
is higher than us, and instead of getting involved in base, petty and short
sighted political calculations and games, we have to recognise that the
concentration of world evil and the tremendous force of it's hatred is there,
and is flowing from there throughout the world. And we must stand up
against it and not hasten to give to it, give to it everything it wants to
swallow".
This latest assault on children and on what's left of the moral fabric of the
Danish Kingdom is supported by the most evil of intentions. There is much

more to this than the promotion of an alternative lifestyle. It's not even about
co-opting infants who would naturally and almost without exception become
heterosexual adults into a deviant life choice.
You have to connect the dots. The highly regarded Roman Judge, Luccius
Cassius would ask, "Cui Bono", or "who benefits"? Who then benefits from
teaching young children about the wonders of Sodomy? Not they themselves
for sure. Nor their parents, nor society as a whole, as one thing is absolutely
non debatable about the `gay` lifestyle. It is not procreative.
As for the `Gay,` Olympics, this is yet one more pernicious nail in the coffin
of decency, and just look at how the `Mammonists` are rubbing their hands
in glee at the prospect of all that revenue pouring into the Danish Capital.
They care not where it comes from, only that it lines their greasy pockets.
Should Homosexual Marriages Be Conducted in the Danish State Church?
As if the above wasn't enough. Just to hammer home the message that
Denmark was fast becoming a `homosexual` society, with homosexual
values, nearly every `newspaper` in the country ran the following headline to
mark the commencement of the `Gay Olympics.`

`The Majority Of Danes Believe That homosexuals Should Have The
Right To Get Married In Church. `
The question of whether homosexuals should be allowed the same right as
heterosexuals to be married in church [3], raised its very ugly head once
again this week, and I do not believe that this issue, which was seemingly
done and dusted way back in 1997, when Danish bishops came up with a
compromise that gave homosexual couples the opportunity to have their
`partnership` blessed by a priest, has this week resurfaced by pure
coincidence. I think it's a fair bet that the ever opportunist `gay` lobbyists
have seen the `Out-games,` as the perfect opportunity to press home the
advantage all the pro gay hyperbole has provided them with.
We are told that in an opinion poll [4] conducted by `Capacent` on behalf of

the State Owned Broadcasting Company; `Danmark's Radio,`sixty percent
of Danes say a resounding "YES," to the proposal that homosexuals be
allowed to be married in church. Now, I am not a Dane, and although I am
married to one, in the eleven years I have lived here, I have never been able
to understand what makes these people `tick.`
In previous articles [5] I have presented an hypothesis that Denmark is an
experimental `Test Zone` for the New World Order, and that Danes have
been subjected to a level of mass programming on a scale not seen anywhere
else. And I stand by that, and that in itself would explain the almost uniform
acceptance of the homosexual alternative in Denmark, as like with every
other pernicious, damaging and politically correct, anti-Christian, antimorality, anti-patriarchal family, and anti decency construct the state has
come up with, it has been `hammered` into society's conciousness here for
decades. But that factor still doesn't stop me from being utterly astonished
by the support for what is, after all, just not natural.
Of course, what it indicates is that Denmark has become not only a secular
society, or even an atheist one, but a society which has completely turned it's
back on it's Lutheran tradition, and which has instead embraced what can
only be termed mainstream `Luciferianism.` in the guise of course of a
supposedly irreligious `humanism.`
Homosexuality is utterly and absolutely contrary to the teachings of the
Bible. And yet, in the news this past week, we have seen Danish Priests,
many of them openly `gay,` debating not as to whether this next step in the
normalisation of a strange deviant lifestyle should proceed, but how quickly
it should become adopted as part of Church practice and procedure. For
those of you who are not Danish, the Lutheran Church, or what passes for it
these days, is an `arm` of the state apparatus. It is in no way independent, no
way Christian and in fact, is very far from being truly secular, in the purest
sense of the word. Denmark has simply reversed the former situation
whereby the church hierarchy had an influential voice in government, to the
current state of things where Government has a controlling voice in the
church.

Amazingly enough however, there was one highly vocal dissenting voice
amongst all the sycophantic `back slappers;` that of Copenhagen Priest,
Arne Kappel Gaard who said heroically on State News:
" I can see no place where God has blessed homosexual relationships, and I
can see in the Bible that God blessed man and woman, not man and man or
woman and woman."
In rebuttal of course came an avalanche of opposition to Mr. Kappel Gaard's
rather unexpected Christian stance. No less a `grandee` than Anders
Gadegaard,the Dean of Copenhagen Cathedral said this on the subject:
"I feel certain that we in the church should focus on love relationships, to
revere and honour, and not on which sex you are."
Then Ole Udsholt, the project manager at the `Gay` World Outgames,
entered into the fray of debate by adding:" I feel they are trying to make a
difference. It is my church too." Ole Udsholt is a Priest's son, and a
`Christian,` and he states that he would dearly have loved to have had a
Church Wedding with his boyfriend Thomas. But because they were `Gay, `
the only possibility for them was a `registry` ceremony with a church
blessing afterwards. Mr. Udsholt commented ; "I thought it was empty and I
feel that it was a condemnation on the way I have chosen to live my life."

One Bishop said that he thought it was a courageous and progressive move.
Anders Fogh Rasmussen, the former Danish Prime Minister and current
Secretary General of Nato, had already stated publicly that he was in favour
of homosexual church weddings. No surprise there, considering Mr.
Rasmussen's political intrigues with the Bilderberg Group, and who their
`God,` is..
Then, like out of nowhere, we had Bishop Karsten Nissen speaking in
opposition to the move saying; "We should not make changes just to show
that we are willing to change. You have to change in the right direction and
not go into a Zeitgeist, and with no goals, and marriages of homosexuals do
not belong in church."

This bold comment against the tidal wave of enthusiastic endorsers of the
plan, may well end the Bishop's career, but at least the man appears to have
read the Bible, which is clearly more than can be said for those who made
the following statements:
"I personally have no problems with the marriage of homosexuals, but I
think we should stick to the opinion of 1997 in the interests of the Church
members who have." Holger Jepsen-Bishop of Lolland-Falster.
"Over the longer term, the church needs to keep up with developments in
other communities, and in principle I think it's time to look at whether we
should give homosexuals the right to be married in the church. But it would
have been better if the debate had come at a less heated moment." Jan
Lindhardt-Bishop of Roskilde.
"As a human being, I see no difference between heterosexual or
homosexual, and there is no difference between God's love." Priest Elisabeth
Dons Christensen-Ribe Parish.
So, having heard what the so called representatives of God and Christ here
in Denmark have to say on the matter, and not forgetting the seemingly
overwhelming support we are told that the `Gay` community has in
Denmark among the rank and file of the population. Let's see what our
almighty creator has to say on the subject. Below is an open letter to the
Danish Church hierarchy by Mr. Peter Clement, a very concerned father of
four, and a Christian who I am honoured to call my friend:
"Compromise is never anything but an ignoble truce between the duty of a
man and the terror of a coward."

Same Sex Marriage:
An Open letter to the Danish Bishops and Priesthood.
Nothing makes the promises of God more beautiful than Satan's drive to
defile and debauch them. Everything in God's world, and especially His

plans for the Biblical future, has been attacked by the devil. That's what the
devil is, an imitator and substitute showman that belittles the breathtaking
future of the Kingdom of God.
Satan's drive to portray himself as God has never produced anything other
than proof that he is the the `idiot god,` clearly headed for defeat.
Same sex immorality, and especially same sex marriage, is Satan's darkest
imitation. He has has always reserved his grandest schemes to try to defile
God's greatest glory. The marriage of a man and a woman is in many ways
synonymous with the `Marriage of the Lamb and His Bride.`
We must understand that same-sex marriage is an attack on this earthly
sacrament also. Those who claim the right to call the immoral union of two
men or two women a marriage blaspheme every husband and wife. Samesex marriage is not just a sin; it is an abomination preserved for the ultimate
judgement of God.
By the Holy Ghost, the Apostle Paul said, "Marriage is honourable in all,
and the bed undefiled: but whore mongers (male prostitutes, especially
homosexual prostitutes) and adulterers, God will judge."(Hebrews 13:4).
No experience of human flesh is more sacred than marriage. The first
institution that God established to satisfy the deep longing of man was his
union with woman. God intended that we fill His world with a multitude to
love and serve Him.
Genesis 18:20 : "And the Lord said, because the cry of Sodom and
Gomorrah is great, and because their sin is very grievous"
Leviticus 18:22, 20:13 : "You shall not lie with mankind as with
womankind; it is an abomination. If a man also lie with mankind, as he lies
with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination; they shall
surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them."
1 Corinthians 6:9-10 : "Or do you not know that the unrighteousness will not
inherit the Kingdom of God? Stop being deceived: neither fornicators, nor

idolaters nor adulterers nor effeminate nor homosexuals nor thieves
covetous people nor drunkards, nor abusive people nor swindlers will inherit
the Kingdom of God."
Jude 1:7 : "Even as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them in like
manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh,
are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of internal fire."
Denmark must turn once again to God, because time is running out. You
cannot compromise with the enemies of God, do not compromise your faith
but defend it against the forces of evil.

Lowering the standards:
Jesus said: "All manner of heretics and unbelievers seek to enter My House,
My church upon earth. you must not compromise the faith, for you will not
win souls by lowering the standards. I gave you through the prophets the
rule, the way, for I am the way, The Truth and The Light.
Do you as Priests obey the state or our Father in Heaven? There can be no
compromise. If you without protest accept same sex marriage in church you
cannot call yourselves priests any longer. Same sex marriage is a Satanic
ritual...It will be high treason against Our Lord Jesus Christ and His Father
in Heaven.
Remember your oath to God; to spread His Word and His Truth. We face
difficult times ahead and you have to show how strong your faith in God is.
In the name of Jesus Christ and God bless, make your choice!
Peter Clement.

Conclusion:
"Enter in at the straight gate, for wide is the way and broad is the way that
leads to destruction, and many there be who go in that way; Because straight
is the gate and narrow is the way which leadeth unto life, and few there be
that find it" Matthew 7.13
The very fact that the matter of the Danish church allowing homosexual
marriages is so solidly supported by the Danish public and that many
ordained ministers are apparently and overwhelmingly in favour of it only
goes to show that there is nothing Christian about the Danish `Folkekirke.`
Like most other established churches these days, it has been infiltrated at the
seminary level by feminists, homosexuals, humanists, Marxists and
Luciferians, all determined to break it down from the inside out, and it has
now travelled so far from the narrow path of God and Jesus.

Over the last few years, as I have become more and more embroiled in
researching the ever more apparent Global Conspiracy to create a One
World State, one issue keeps cropping up. No matter from whichever
direction one investigates, it is the undeniable and increasingly overt
`Depopulation Agenda` which appears as the common denominator.
Whether it be Feminism, Planned Parenthood, Abortion, Vaccination, the
AIDS scam (and more recently the HPV agenda), the increasing and
contrived contamination by PCBs (Poly-chlorinated Biphenyls) in our food
and water supplies, (causing a myriad of side effects including sterility),
Euthanasia, War, Famine, and the ever more overt and incessant promotion
of a homosexual `life choice`, the desired result is the same:

Death and Depopulation.
The simple fact is that the Elite families and the `shadow creatures`
controlling them, intend to introduce a post-modern, post-democratic feudal
society run by a small number of rich and powerful people with a vastly
depopulated serf class working as peasants. In order to achieve their

objectives they must destroy the family, the middle class and the nation
state. They are using `Tavistock Institute` Frankfurt School ideological
methods of psychological warfare against whole populations, engendering
feelings of hopelessness, helplessness, confusion and demoralisation.
By targeting our children, they are assaulting one of the primal instincts of
humanity; the defence of one's offspring. When we instinctively know it is
wrong to instruct children in the ways of perversity, and yet are powerless to
stop it, the affect on our ability to stand up and be counted is shattering. We
become socially, politically and psychologically impotent. Putty in the hands
of those who despise us.
This corruption of our societies, our religion and our young is only one of
the battlefields in the Illuminati's War against humanity. But it is a most
torrid and terrible one nonetheless.
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Gay agenda in schools:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KyMu1X-dOPs

Homosexual agenda for America:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-ui96syONI
Links 1-4 are from Danish Newspapers and therefore necessarily in Danish.
However, the Web Pages can be translated using the Google Translator
Tool.

